“MUNSTER RAG”

ALBUM: “Part II” by Brad Paisley, Arista 07863-67008-2
CHOREO: Kelli McChesney
INTRO: Music fades in, wait (16) strong beats
- Start with LEFT foot

**EASY INTERMEDIATE**

**COUNTRY** (Instrumental)

**TIME:** 3:15 (including encore)

---

**PART A: (16 BEATS)**

(2) **“DOUBLE UP”** --- DS DBL(UP) DS DBL(UP)
L R R L

(1) **“NEWCUT”** --- DS DS(IF) DS HEEL(UP) (move left)
L R L R

(1) **REPEAT ABOVE (8) BEATS USING OPPOSITE FOOTWORK**

---

**PART B: (30 BEATS)**

(1) **“TRIPLE KICK”** --- DS DS DS BR(UP) (move forward)
L R L R

(1) **“BASIC”** --- DS RS (turn ½ right)
R LR

(2) **“HEEL PULLS”** --- DS DS ROCK-HEEL-FLAP STEP
(alternate feet) L R L R L R L R

(1) **“TRIPLE KICK”** --- (move forward)

(1) **“CHAIN”** --- DS RS RS RS (turn ½ right)
R LR LR LR

(2) **“HEEL PULLS”**

---

**PART C: (32 BEATS)**

(1) **“ROCKING CHAIR”** --- DS BR(UP)(turn ½ left) DS RS
L R R LR

(1) **“SIMONE”** --- DBL(B) BR(UP) TCH(IF) TCH(IF)
L L L L L
TCH(O) TCH(IF) DS RS
L L L LR

(1) **“TRIPLE”** --- DS DS DS RS
R LR LR LR

(1) **REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS TO FACE FRONT**

---

**PART D: (32 BEATS)**

(1) **“CLOGOVER VINE”** --- DS DS(IF) DS DS(IB) DS DS(IF) DS RS
(move left) L R L R L R L R L RL

(1) **“PICK IT”** --- DBL(UP) DBL(UP) DBL(UP) RS
R R R RL

(1) **“TRIPLE”** --- (turn ½ right)

(1) **REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEAT TO FACE FRONT**

---
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“MUNSTER RAG” (CONT’D)
===================================================================
PART E: (30 BEATS)
(1) "FLARE" --- DS DBL(O) RS DBL(O) RS DBL(O) RS RS
       (turn ¼ left) L R RL R RL R RL RL
(1) "MOUNTAIN BASIC" --- DS DBL(UP) DS RS
       R L L RL
(1) "BASIC" --- (turn ¼ left)
(1) REPEAT FLARE (turn ¼ left) AND MOUNTAIN BASIC
(1) "TRIPLE" --- (turn ¼ left)
===================================================================

(After completing this sequence, listen for the caller to count you in and
you can encore with parts A and E.)
===================================================================
ABBREVIATIONS:  DS – double step  IF – in front
                 DBL – double  B – back
                 BR(UP) – brush  O – out to side
                 RS – rock step  L – left foot
                 TCH – touch  R – right foot
===================================================================

Kelli McChesney
danceaddict@windstream.net
http://www.afn.org/~kelli/
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